Abstract-Systems-on-a-chip (SOCs) with many complex intellectual property cores require a large volume of data for manufacturing test. The computing power of the embedded processor in a SOC can be used to test the cores within the chip boundary, reducing the test time and memory requirements. This paper discusses techniques that use the computing power of the embedded processor in a more sophisticated way. The processor can generate and reuse random numbers to construct test patterns and selectively apply only those patterns that contribute to the fault coverage, significantly reducing the pattern generation time, the total number of test applications and, hence, the test time. It can also apply deterministic test patterns that have been compressed using the characteristics of the random patterns as well as those of the deterministic patterns themselves, which leads to high compression of test data. We compare three fast run-length coding schemes which are easily implemented and effective for test-data compression. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach by applying it to some benchmark circuits and by comparing it with other available techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
URRENT CONSUMER demands require integration of a high degree of functionality in a small silicon area, which leads to systems-on-a-chip (SOCs) or multichip modules (MCMs). As more and more functions that are traditionally implemented as stand-alone ICs are integrated on a single chip, the cost of manufacturing test accounts for the major part of the production cost [1] . An increasingly difficult challenge in testing SOCs is to manage the large amount of test data and the extremely long test time (due to both the test data volume and the lack of test access mechanisms).
There has been much effort to reduce the test data volume by compacting the test sequence length. Many automatic test pattern generators (ATPGs) use one or more compaction algorithms to minimize the test sequence length. Researchers introduced test data-compression techniques that compress the test data size while maintaining the test sequence length. Ishida [2] and Yamaguchi [3] proposed data-compression techniques in which test data were decompressed and transfered to the circuit under test by external test equipment. Jas [4] and Chandra [5] suggested on-chip design-for-test (DFT) circuits that took compressed data as input and decompressed them on the fly to apply test patterns to the neighbor circuit under test. Built-in self-test (BIST) circuits have been studied widely for their characteristics and applicability [6] . Pseudo random pattern generator logic [7] was shown to be able to greatly reduce the test data volume by sifting out the easily detectable faults. Other researchers suggested reusing on-chip processors which were included as main function blocks of the chip [8] - [10] . The processor which is embedded on the same silicon with various cores can not only test itself by software-driven selftesting technology [11] , [12] but also be used to test its neighbor cores. Its use for testing other cores gives many advantages over the other techniques. In particular, its programmability can be used to implement a software-driven BIST for the whole chip. Its powerful building blocks allow arithmetic and logical operations. Many random test pattern generation methods, including not only those realized in hardware circuits such as linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs) or cellular automata (CA), but also other even more complex generation algorithms, can be employed using software. Hence, this approach can provide more effective test patterns and reduce the silicon area overhead. The programmability also provides easy control to the test process. A test procedure can deal with as complex an algorithm as software permits without incurring hardware overhead.
We propose a new test application reduction technique and test data-compression technique which utilizes an embedded processor. Our technique conforms to the traditional BIST scheme which is composed of two parts, random pattern testing and deterministic pattern testing. However, we select and rearrange the test patterns through simulation and analysis of the compression mechanism in order to reduce the test sequence length and, hence, the test time as well as the test data volume. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes a compression method for random patterns to reduce the number of test applications and data size and Section III deals with reducing the test data size of deterministic patterns. Section IV discusses three run-length coding techniques that are easily implemented and can run fast on processors. In Section V, we integrate all these methods to construct an efficient test procedure and Section VI provides results of various experiments on benchmark circuits. Conclusions are given in Section VII.
II. APPLICATIONS OF RANDOM PATTERNS
As SOCs become bigger and include more functions, accessing the targeted modules from external test equipment or from embedded processors tends to be harder. Scan structures introduce more time consuming tests because of the low bandwidth for test data. Hence, the reduction of test applications is critical to the cost of testing.
A. Reducing Test Generation and Application Time
Pseudo random pattern testing requires a large number of test applications in order to achieve high fault coverage. Radecka et al. [13] showed that high fault coverages were obtained after applying 32 000 random patterns using arithmetic built-in self-test (ABIST) on ISCAS benchmark circuits. The methodology implies that if a circuit contains input ports (including scan memory cells) and the processor can operate on data of size bits as in Fig. 1 , then the random numbers should be generated and transfered to the circuit 32 000
times. Since only a small number of the patterns contribute to the fault coverage and , a large amount of time is wasted for transferring the unnecessary vectors. Hwang et al. [14] introduced a new technique which can reduce the size of the random numbers generated. The technique reconstructs a random test vector using the random numbers that had been used for previous vectors by sliding a "random number window". This technique can reduce the required size of the random numbers to 32 000 . However, it still requires transferring the random numbers to the targeted circuit 32 000 times to apply all the test vectors. If the random number generation algorithm is simple and very fast, then the advantage of this technique is only marginal.
Here, we propose a very simple technique that applies only those vectors that contribute to the additional fault detection based on Hwang's technique [14] . This combined technique takes full advantage of the random number reduction strategy. Since the technique applies only useful vectors, the number of test applications can be reduced almost up to the number of tests using only deterministic patterns.
Let us compare the techniques with a simple example. Assume that we perform traditional pseudo random pattern testing on an ISCAS benchmark circuit "s13207" with 30 000 automatically generated vectors, of which 683 vectors contribute to the additional detection of faults. To construct those vectors, a processor which is assumed to deal with 32-bit data, should generate and transfer 660 000 random numbers to the circuit. When we reuse the random numbers, the required count of random numbers reduces to 30 021, but the number of transfers still remains 660 000. However the proposed technique also cuts down the number of transfers to 15 026 or 2.28% of the other previous techniques. The number of transfers is even smaller than the count of generated random numbers. . A test vector is constructed by concatenating a set of random numbers, and the sequence of test vectors can be represented by . Since the scheme for constructing the test vectors uses the shift operation on the random number sequence, the total count of test vectors is almost the same as the count of random numbers, which is an obviously different characteristic compared with the hardware-based BIST scheme. The test vectors are next sifted out by examining whether they contribute to the detection of additional faults. Only those vectors that can detect additional faults are applied to the circuit under test by the embedded processor. and in Fig. 2 are those vectors and the vectors in between them are discarded.
B. Encoding Indices
Once the vectors are distinguished, the indices of the selected vectors are encoded. In order to reduce the encoded data size, we observed the characteristics of the random pattern tests. Let us call the previous 683 vectors good vectors. We numbered them from 0 to and calculated the distance between every adjacent vector on the original 30 000 vector candidates. Fig. 3 (a) illustrates this distance for benchmark circuit s13207 and we made the following observations: 1) number of good vectors is very small compared to the total number of random vectors; 2) statistics of the distances change with time; 3) distances are very small for the small indices; 4) every vector detects additional faults up to an index. From the above observations, we made an encoding strategy that can reduce the number of test applications as well as the required data size. In order to recover the desired vectors, we need to be able to recover the original indices on the vector candidates. However, the span of the original indices is generally large; in the above example it is up to 30 000. It is more desirable to encode the distances instead. An original index can be recovered by (1) where is the distance between the two adjacent good vectors.
Because the distribution dramatically changes with time, it is better to use different encoding schemes with time. Fig. 3(b) shows such change through time. The distance frequency for each consecutive 100 vectors is exhibited in the top, middle, and bottom graph, respectively. These graphs illustrate that the distances change rapidly and hence that it is desirable to adopt a different scheme for each time frame. We can divide the whole duration into several sections and employ a different encoding method for each section. However, the more different methods we adopt, the more overhead is introduced in the forms of increased code size, data size, and decoding time. If we can use an encoding method and change its parameters with time, we can reduce these overheads. We only consider simple encoding schemes such as run-length coding. For given distances of the good vectors, the problem is how to divide each section, and what is the best parameters for each section to reduce the total size of the encoded data. The total amount of data is (2) where is the required size to encode the enclosed value for each section. In order to get the optimum partition and the optimum parameters, we need to determine the number of sections, , and the parameters for each and 's. This is not only a hard problem but also a problem whose general solution is not necessary, because as gets bigger, its implementation also requires a large code size. We can practically restrict our focus to the case of and Algorithm 1 provides the optimum parameters of run-length coding for each section. The parameter of the traditional block run-length coding is . Algorithm 1 is a kind of brute force algorithm, but it is very fast because it only involves calculations of data size, where . Furthermore, and can be easily chosen. For example, the data size of the block run-length code is given by for a positive integer , which suggests that the optimal , where satisfies that . So we do not need to consider the cases of . This is also applicable to Golomb codes and general unary codes.
Another observation shows that every vector is able to detect up to some index, so we can just encode the index, , and assume every distance is 1, which practically leads to three sections without incurring any significant overhead.
For Fig. 3 (a), if we use a general unary code and assign 2 b for each , then the optimal and , and the total required data size for the whole random pattern is only 478 b, which is only 0.8% of the original test data size, 59 763 b.
III. COMPRESSING DETERMINISTIC TEST PATTERNS
BIST techniques require, in most cases, deterministic test patterns in addition to the random patterns because of the so called random pattern resistant (r.p.r.) faults. Even the best scheme among various random pattern generation configurations for each benchmark circuit was shown to require a large test data storage [8] .
This section describes a technique which significantly reduces the test data storage requirement by exploiting the random test patterns, test cubes, and the characteristics of deterministic test patterns using the computing power of embedded processors.
As we looked at the characteristics of random pattern testing before we developed a technique to reduce the applications in Section II, we observed the deterministic test patterns that were generated after applying the random patterns. Their characteristics include the following:
• each test vector contains many 's (don't-care bits);
• some test vectors are very similar in many bit places, which comes from the same r.p.r. faults. In addition to these observations, we made an assumption that can lead to a large compression ratio. Because the random test stage uses a very large number of test vectors, there should be a high probability that there exists a very similar test vector to each deterministic test vector.
This idea is similar to the "bit-flipping" [15] and the "bitfixing" [16] methods. They both change the serial sequence generated by an LFSR using either a programmable logic array (PLA) or sequential multilevel logic. The scheme described here alters the targeted sequence by decoding the compressed information using an embedded processor without incurring hardware overhead. In addition, the scheme has a capability of exploiting the characteristics of deterministic patterns themselves. Generally speaking, the bit-fixing or bit-flipping methods require a random pattern for each deterministic pattern and cannot take advantage of the similarity between the deterministic patterns themselves originating from the same r.p.r. faults. Our method compresses the deterministic patterns using the similarity between the deterministic patterns themselves as well as the similarity between the deterministic patterns and the random patterns. This is easily accomplished by attaching a deterministic pattern to the preceding pattern that is best matched.
In Section III-A, we first analytically consider the assumption that we have made regarding the random patterns and the deterministic patterns.
A. Probability of Test Patterns
This section analyzes how many bits of a deterministic test vector would be different from the best matched vector among the random patterns set using probability theory. For the analytical evaluation, we assume that each random test pattern and each deterministic test pattern are independent. Because the deterministic patterns were obtained after applying the random patterns, each random pattern and deterministic pattern are different from each other at least at one bit position.
Let the number of random test patterns be and the number of non 's in a deterministic test pattern be . We want to search the random patterns set to find the pattern that best matches the deterministic one. The best matched pattern is the pattern that has the least number of differences among those bit positions. The following theorem provides the probability that the best matched pattern is different at bit positions from the deterministic pattern.
Theorem 1: The probability that the best matched pattern has different values is given by
where denotes the number of different combinations of different things, taken at a time, without repetitions (namely Choose ).
Proof: The total number of cases is since at least one bit is different. means the probability that there exists at least one pattern among patterns that is different at one place from the given bit positions. This is given by . The probability can be easily understood by considering the probability that all patterns have two or more different places compared to the given deterministic pattern.
is the probability that there exists at least one pattern that is different at places. This is given by
Since , the theorem follows.
For a given set of random patterns and a deterministic pattern with bits, we can calculate how many bit positions are expected to be different from the random patterns using the following corollary.
Corollary 1: The expected value of of Theorem 1 is given by (5) Proof: Let , where is an integer not less than 0. Then and Corollary 1 gives an important theoretical basis for the conjecture that we made earlier. Table I shows the expected number The two observations that we made on deterministic patterns suggest that a compression algorithm can take advantage of the similarity of patterns, which comes from the same r.p.r. faults. This further reduces the data size to encode the deterministic test patterns. This is easily accomplished by extending the search space for the best matched patterns to include the already encoded deterministic patterns.
Algorithm 2 considers both the probabilistic characteristics and the similarities between the deterministic patterns to find the best matched pattern to improve the compression ratio. In processor based testing, another consideration is the stack size. The stack size is determined by the maximum amount of data to be kept at any time during the test process. If we maintain all the deterministic patterns that are attached to a random pattern, the test process may require a large amount of the stack memory. In order to reduce the stack memory requirement during testing, we assumed that if a random pattern is used for the compression of a deterministic pattern, the random pattern is replaced with the deterministic pattern for the later search. Note that even though the random pattern is replaced during the search, the real random pattern sequence is not changed during testing and only the deterministic pattern part is recovered from the replaced pattern. Since the optimal solution is related to the ordering of the deterministic patterns, it is similar to the NP-complete traveling salesman problem. For a feasible solution, Algorithm 3 uses a greedy algorithm. First, the procedure calculates the distance matrix between the random patterns and the deterministic patterns . In the next for-loop, searches for the best matched pair of patterns in and using . For the next pattern search, is replaced with where the bits of that correspond to positions of should not be changed. The procedure only updates the th row because of the replacement of . The construction of the distance matrix requires operations, while the other part requires . Since in general, the overall computational complexity can be said to be . Furthermore, since the computations of can be greatly reduced by precalculations with , the construction of is the computationally dominant part.
C. Compressed Data
In order to correctly decode the deterministic data, we need four data sections that consist of , , and the compressed pattern part.
is the index of the best matched random pattern for a given deterministic pattern.
is the number of deterministic patterns that are attached to the th random pattern, and each is the number of bits that are different from its best matched pattern. Equation (1) is used to encode . For example, let data be (36, 4, 3, 3, 1, 2, …). The index of the used random pattern is and four deterministic patterns are encoded attached to this random pattern. Each has 3, 3, 1, and 2 bits that are different from the prior vector, respectively. The compressed patterns are encoded in space.
Processors provide a high degree of freedom when constructing a data structure. Each part of data can be encoded separately without incurring difficulties on the decoding process. In order to get the best compression ratios, each part of data including the distances for random patterns and (or ), , etc., are encoded using different parameters or using different encoding algorithms such as those in Section IV.
IV. RUN-LENGTH CODING
In this section, we discuss the methods of raw data compression by which the data from Section III-A-C indices, , , etc., can be encoded. Because test data contains many 's and has good predicted patterns, the difference between the two would contain many 0's and very few 1's. This suggests runlength coding could be a good approach. In addition, it is preferable that the decompression algorithm be fast. This section compares three rather simple and fast run-length coding algorithms, the traditional block run-length coding, Golomb coding, and general unary coding.
Bahl et al. [17] discussed three types of coding schemes, Huffman coding, block run-length coding, and Golomb coding, for the compression of error patterns in image data, where the error patterns were assumed to follow a geometric distribution. Chandra et al. [5] derived the upper and lower bounds on the compression by Golomb coding and block run-length coding. However, the authors only compared the two methods for the specific cases of and , which can be inappropriate in some cases. Since the performance of every coding scheme depends on the probability distribution of the source data, it is valuable to see the expected performance on various distributions.
Block run-length coding uses bits to encode an integer and reserves the maximum value, , to indicate that the next bits are used for the expansion to encode large integers. Golomb coding uses bits to encode the residue of an integer modulo , and adds a prefix code in front to be able to distinguish every integer range group. General unary coding is a coding where the first integers are encoded with bits and the prefix, "0," and the next integers are encoded with bits and the next prefix, "10," and the next integers are encoded with bits and the next prefix, "110," and so on [18] . When a run length in the data stream is , which is a nonnegative integer, the required code sizes are given by (6) (7) (8) where , and are code sizes for block run-length coding, Golomb coding and general unary coding, respectively.
Block run-length coding allocates the same number of bits for up to . Therefore, if the distribution of is uniform up to , it is considered an optimal coding. However, can only take an positive integer value since it indicates the size of a codeword in number of bits. Meanwhile, Golomb coding is known to be the optimal coding for the geometric distribution [19] . This is also restricted by the condition that is an integer, otherwise it is not so simple to implement. General unary coding can be represented by a doublet . As is the same as Golomb coding with , general unary coding is a superset of Golomb coding.
We discuss several distributions for comparison of the three coding schemes. Because each of these coding schemes is restricted by the condition that its parameters should be integers for realistic implementation, the comparisons should also be confined to this condition. We use expectation which has the following property: where is a discrete random variable with probability mass function . Thus, the expected size of a codeword for each of the three coding schemes can be calculated by (10) (11) (12) Because the closed form of the minimum expected values for each distribution has not been known, the parameters were selected through simulation in such a way that they gave the best result.
Let us first look at the uniform distribution. A uniform distribution can be written as (13) where and is an integer. Fig. 4 shows the best expected code sizes of Golomb and block run-length codings as functions of using (10) and (11), respectively. It is interesting to see that even though block run-length coding is theoretically better on uniform distributions, Golomb coding is better for some ranges of when considering practical parameters, and exhibits a smoother trace.
The geometric distribution is defined by (14) where . Since the variable of geometric distributions is , the expected code size could also be seen as a function of . Fig. 5 shows the trace of the least expected code sizes for each coding scheme and their difference. It is interesting to note that, for geometric distributions, Golomb coding always results in performance at least equal to or better than that of the block coding scheme. Golomb coding shows better compression ratios of up to a maximum 7.5%.
The Poisson distribution is defined by (15) and its expected code size can be seen as a function of m. It is very interesting to note that for Poisson distributions as in Fig. 6 , block coding is almost always better than Golomb coding. This is also true for binomial distributions. Let us see another distribution, which is artificial and defined by (16) As seen in Fig. 7 , general unary coding scheme shows the best performance.
As we have seen, the compression performance highly depends on the distribution of the input data stream. In Section VI, we will see comparisons with real test data.
V. TEST PROCEDURE
We have looked at how random test patterns and deterministic test patterns are compressed. Now we combine them to make a procedure for testing of embedded cores.
Data: section indices
and . a bit stream for ramdom patterns indices . a bit stream for deterministic patterns . The test procedure is very simple as seen in Algorithm 3. It mainly consists of two parts, one for the application of random patterns and the other for the application of deterministic patterns. If the current index matches with the loop index, the generated random pattern is applied to the circuit under test at . After applying a random pattern, the processor reads in the next distance, , at , and adds it to the previous index, . does not read in a distance if because the distance, , is always 1 in the section. It uses different parameters for the implemented coding scheme in each section of and . When the loop index is identical to the index for the next deterministic pattern, reads in the number of deterministic patterns, , the number of bits for each pattern, , and the compressed difference vector. It then decodes them to recover a deterministic pattern and applies the recovered pattern to the circuit under test.
reads in the next distance, , and adds it to the previous index, . generates a random number for the next sliding window.
Note that the decompression is done at the same time as test applications. The encoded data is decoded only when they are needed as the test goes on. A read-in function can be shared among all the functions with arguments. For example, unary coding requires two parameters, and . By passing the 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Total test data is composed of the code and the compressed data parts. Section VI-A and B deal with the experimental results for each part.
A. Code Size
We implemented our test procedure, Algorithm 3, using C language on the X86 processor. Although an assembly language implementation may produce more compact code, it is a time consuming and error prone approach. Because C is a high-level language, the code development for the procedure is easier than with assembly language. Table II shows the number of instructions in compiled assembly code and the code size for each procedure which was implemented to be able to decode various data streams with parameters passed as arguments. In particular, the procedures can deal with bit-level data structure. This is important because a piece of data can span two words and most of the test data represents bit-level information. The bit-level processing was accomplished using two pointers, an ordinary word pointer (a pointer in C language) and a bit pointer, which indicates the position within a word boundary. The last column shows the numbers for the whole test procedure.
The differences in code sizes between the three run-length codings are negligibly small considering the compressed data sizes which will be shown in Section VI-B.
B. Data Size
Let us first look at how many patterns contribute to the fault coverage from a given random pattern set. The random patterns were generated by an additive generator devised by Mitchell and Moore [20] . The generator equation is defined by (17) This shows good random characteristics and can run very fast on processors [14] . A test vector is constructed from some consecutive random numbers. For example, if a vector needs random numbers ( words), constitutes one vector, constitutes the next one, and so on. The "Good Vec." column in Table III shows the number of patterns that contribute to the fault coverage from 30 000 random patterns set for each ISCAS benchmark circuit. As shown in the table, the numbers are very small compared to the total number of random vectors. By encoding the required information, we can reduce the number of applications to these numbers, and hence the testing time. The next column shows the fault coverage of the random patterns. The number of additional deterministic patterns to achieve 100% fault coverage is shown in "'Determ. Vec." column, and the last column shows the total number of patterns that need to be TABLE III  PROFILE OF RANDOM AND DETERMINISTIC PATTERNS   TABLE IV  NUMBER OF DIFFERENCES FROM REAL CIRCUITS   TABLE V  COMPRESSION RATIOS applied to the design under test. The deterministic test patterns were obtained using a commercial ATPG tool.
Next, we revisit the expected differences from Corollary 1. Using the corollary, we had derived the theoretical differences in Table I when 30 000. We can see the real differences on the benchmark circuits. Table IV presents the theoretical number of different bit positions about the test sets in Table III . It also shows the real number of different bit positions for each circuit. The table shows that the real values are very close to the theoretical values. The last column presents those numbers when Algorithm 2 is used. The results are nevertheless slightly increased for "s5378" and "s13207." This is because we gave weights on the already matched random patterns that would result in the decreased total data size. The already matched patterns reduce the number of items in the data structure. In all other circuits, the numbers decrease entirely due to the similarities between the deterministic patterns themselves. A bit-flipping or bit-fixing approach cannot take advantage of these characteristics. Table V shows the compression ratio for each circuit when block run-length coding is used. The percentage compression(reduction) is computed as (18) Even though the performance of block run-length coding is worse than the other two coding schemes, as we can see in the following table, the compression ratios of the coding are all over 90% for the benchmark circuits. Block coding yields a compression ratio of 98.15% for "s38584."
We now calculate the total data size that should be transfered to the embedded processor from the external world. Fig. 8 shows the size profile for each circuit and each coding method. The first bar in each group shows the data size for block run-length coding. The second and third bars are for Golomb and general unary coding, respectively. Each bar consists of three parts, the code size, the compressed random data size, and the compressed deterministic data size. General unary coding shows much better performance on circuit "s38417," which requires a large amount of deterministic test data. Compared to other previous testing approaches in publications, our method requires a larger code size because of the implemented procedure and the decompression algorithms. However, our technique still outperforms them in total size. It can also be said that the code size balances with the data size, which is beneficial when the processor carries split caches.
It is interesting to compare our method with those other compression techniques. Chandra et al. [5] proposed a compression technique on the difference vector test set using Golomb coding. The difference vector set is obtained by reordering the test vectors so that the number of different bits between consecutive test vectors is minimized. The Golomb coding is then used to compress the difference vector set. Even though they used special hardware to decode the compressed data, the technique can also be used in a processor-based test method in which compressed test data is decompressed on a processor. We applied the technique to compress the deterministic test data set. The method is termed " compression" in Table VI . We compare it with our Golomb coding, "G. compression." The "% Reduction" column shows that our technique outperforms Chandra's compression technique in every case; 48.76% data is reduced in circuit "s13207."
The comparison can be done not only on the same deterministic test data but also on the whole testing schemes. Table VII(A) compares the compressed data sizes with those of the hardware based compression technique in [5] . Our test data size is obtained by adding the data size and the code size. We use the same coding method, Golomb coding, as in [5] for the comparison. The table shows that high percentage reductions are achieved, up to 86.79% for "s38584." Moreover, since our technique utilizes the already existing embedded processor, the area overhead is far less and the dependence on external test equipment is lower.
We next compare the compression results of our methodology with those of other published techniques. Helebrand et al. [8] published processor-based SOC testing results. They suggested several configurations of LFSR such as multiple polynomial and multiple seed. In Table VII (b), the "Data Size [8] " column shows the best results from the paper. Because the method applies all the random patterns from a specific method and then the deterministic patterns, it is more reasonable to compare the data size with our "Determ." data size. Our method also allows applying the whole random patterns and compressing only the deterministic patterns. Table VII(b) shows huge improvements. For example, for circuit s13207 our data size is only 9.3% of Helebrand's. Also the total data size of our method is far less in most cases, which suggests that the test data size can be reduced even without applying all the random patterns. For circuit s38417, our total data size is only 37.9% of [8] . Jas et al. suggested a deterministic test pattern compression method, which also uses an embedded processor in [21] . Our method also outperforms [21] in all available cases. The total size of our method for circuit "s13207" is only 9.7% of [21] .
The X86 processor provides instruction, which is intended to give a monotonically increasing timestamp [22] . The instruction can be used to measure the elapsed time of a program. The embedded design cores are in general connected to the internal processor through a system bus, which is slower than the processor bus. Therefore, the data transfer from the processor to the cores is restricted by the speed of the employed system bus. For more realistic comparison, we assumed a data transfer takes ten processor clock cycles. our technique with the traditional test scheme, which applies all the generated random patterns and the obtained deterministic patterns. It is easily seen in the table that the test time of the traditional approach mainly depends on the total number of the patterns and the input ports, . In this example, the total number of test patterns is virtually the same among the circuits because we apply the whole random patterns. Hence, the test time is almost proportional to , e.g., the test time for circuit "s38417" is about seven times as long as that of the "s5378," which is similar to the ratios of their counts of input ports. The range of test time of our approach is relatively small because the pattern generation time is virtually the same and the number of test applications is small. Therefore, a higher speedup is achieved on the larger circuit. Our approach is 16 times faster than the traditional test approach in circuit "s38584." We also confirmed that the longer the data transfer takes, the higher the speedup achieved.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a technique that can reduce the number of test applications by selectively applying those random patterns that contribute to the fault coverage. The technique can be easily combined with the random number reusing method to reduce the required total number of random words to be generated, significantly reducing the test time. We have also presented a new test pattern compression method in which test data can be decoded fast on the embedded processor in a SOC. The deterministic patterns are compressed by utilizing the random patterns as well as the deterministic patterns themselves. Experimental results on the ISCAS benchmark circuits show that the proposed technique is very efficient, and superior to other published approaches.
